
REDUNDANCY RAID AND LARGE LOGICAL DISK

RAID is a data storage virtualization technology that combines multiple physical disk drive components into one or more
logical units for the purposes of data redundancy, performance improvement, . The larger the drive capacities and the
larger the array size, the more important it becomes to choose RAID 6 instead of.

Provides greater logical disk capacity with faster access time on reads multiple segments read simultaneously.
Hamming-code parity is calculated across corresponding bits and stored on at least one parity drive. However,
this extra protection requires a higher cost per 1GB and often has slower write performance compared to
RAID 5 arrays. How the data is distributed across the disks depends on both the redundancy and the
performance requirements for the application, service, or dataset that is being delivered. RAID 3 : This
technique uses striping and dedicates one drive to storing parity information. RAID 5 delivers the ideal
combination of good performance, fault tolerance, high capacity, and storage efficiency. Data recovery is
accomplished by calculating the exclusive OR XOR of the information recorded on the other drives. However,
RAID-0 provides no data redundancy â€” if one drive fails, the entire disk array subsystem is unavailable.
Thus, combining two 1-Gbyte drives, for example, creates a single logical drive with a total usable capacity of
1 Gbyte. To fill this gap, inexpensive "RAID controllers" were introduced that do not contain a dedicated
RAID controller chip, but simply a standard drive controller chip with proprietary firmware and drivers. RAID
redundant array of independent disks is the method of combining multiple physical disk drives into a single
unit for data storage. Originally, there were five RAID levels, but many variations have evolved, notably
several nested levels and many non-standard levels mostly proprietary. RAID: What is so helpful about it?
RAID 4 : This level uses large stripes, which means you can read records from any single drive. A RAID 5
array uses block-level striping for a performance enhancement with distributed parity for data protection. In
the event that a disk fails, original data can be reconstructed using the parity information and the information
on the remaining disks. RAID 6 causes no performance hit on read operations but does have a lower
performance rate on write operations due to the overhead associated with the parity calculations. The
second-stage boot loader for FreeBSD is capable of loading a kernel from such an array. The read speed is the
same as in RAID 5. Thus, combining four 1-Gbyte drives, for example, creates a single logical drive with a
total usable capacity of 3 Gbyte. Linux kernel 's md and OpenBSD's softraid A more generic logical volume
manager provided with most server-class operating systems, e. Write performance of RAID 5 is relatively
poor because of the extra time required to write parity data. The array continues to operate as long as at least
one drive is functioning. The parity information is striped across each drive, allowing the array to function
even if one drive were to fail. Additional parity allows the array to continue functioning even if two disks fail
simultaneously. A RAID 5 array distributes parity and the data across all drives and requires that all drives but
one be present in order to operate. Write performance is the same as for single disk storage. Many studies cite
operator fault as the most common source of malfunction, [75] such as a server operator replacing the
incorrect drive in a faulty RAID, and disabling the system even temporarily in the process. Upon failure of a
single drive, subsequent reads can be calculated from the distributed parity such that no data is lost. With
mirroring, RAID arrays can have two drives containing the same data, ensuring one will continue to work if
the other fails. Triple parity schemes, or triple mirroring, have been suggested as one approach to improve
resilience to an additional drive failure during this large rebuild time. Because drives have much greater
capacity now than when RAID was first implemented, it takes a lot longer to rebuild failed drives. While
RAID 1 can protect against the failure of a single hard drive, it does not protect against data corruption or file
deletions since any changes would be instantly mirrored or copied to every drive in the array. RAID 1 is a
particularly useful configuration when read performance and reliability are more important than storage
capacity. Database researcher Jim Gray wrote "Update in Place is a Poison Apple" during the early days of
relational database commercialization. Therefore, larger-capacity drives may take hours if not days to rebuild,
during which time other drives may fail or yet undetected read errors may surface. In RAID 3, the total disk
capacity is equivalent to the sum of the capacities of all drives in the combination, excluding the parity drive.
In case of a disk controller failure or data corruption, an organization should still plan on implementing a
proper backup strategy to complement the data protection already provided by the RAID 1 array
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configuration. SSDs have no moving parts and do not fail as often as hard disk drives. This detects bad blocks
before use. This makes the drives the same age and subject to the same operating conditions and amount of
wear.


